
Active member in good standing since ‘16
Conventions
  Spring Cultural ‘17, ‘18, ‘19
  MIT/AIT ‘17
  Regional Execs ‘18, ‘19
  Regionals ‘18, ‘19
    International Convention ‘19
 Summer Programs
    CLTC 6 ‘18
    International Kallah ‘19
   Leadership Positions
     Chapter Safranit Spring Term ‘18
     Chapter S'ganit Fall Term ‘18
      Chapter Mazkirah Fall Term ‘19
      RLN Admin Assistant ’19

Create and upload convention recap videos to YouTube
Create a Summer Experience Google Drive folder for participants to 
share their pictures; Mazkirah can share to social media accounts
Make Snapchat Geofilters for conventions
Create alumni blog to keep them updated on events and elections
Chapter Instagram takeovers on Eastern’s Instagram Story
Create a “Humans of Eastern” Instagram pageCreate a “Humans of Eastern” Instagram page

Bronze and Silver Girl Scout awards
School Yearbook Photographer
National Art Honors Society Historian 
VP of Photography Club at GAHS
Jaguar Theatre Historian
Camera Gear: DSLR Canon camera, GoPro Hero 4

Utilize Eastern’s Snapchat more to share chapter programing 
Maintain close communication with council and chapter 
counterparts 
Monthly counterpart emails and calls
Promptly upload photos after all conventions to Google Drive
Keep up alumni engagement by maintaining Facebook and blog

Candidate for the high and honorable position of VAC’s 30th Council Safranit



My Sister BBGs, 
  VAC, and all of BBYO, has helped get me out of my comfort 
zone by influencing me to try new things and meet people near 
and far. Over the past few years, I have collected over 1,300 
pictures and videos from programs, conventions, and summer 
experiences. Now I want to help you add to your photo 
collection of great memories. I want these experiences to 
CLICK...like a camera in your head. I have loved being a part CLICK...like a camera in your head. I have loved being a part 
of the VAC family and I would be honored to share my passion 
and love for BBYO through my LENS as your 30th VAC Safranit.

Submitted with undying love for ELI (my camera), photography, 
disposable cameras, Cohen BBG #1172, Virginia Council #6, you, 

me, and VAC BBG I forever and always remain

Damn Proud BBG and Candidate for your 30th Virginia Council Safranit. 

Isabel Nicole Schlussel
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